In the present note we deal with the counterparts of these inclusions for absolute summation. In our proof of \R\ C \C\ for non-integral K we need the restriction (3) max A,X? = 0(A»Xj), A n = Xn+ _^ , Û = ^, which is weaker than (1). If 0 < K < 1, we know that \C\ C \R\ holds under (1), (2) . For all inclusions which we are concerned with in the theorems of this paper, the analogues for ordinary summability are known to hold at least under the restrictions made on X and /c. Therefore we need not pay attention to the values of summation when proving our equivalence theorems. Throughout, 00 denotes a series with complex terms a n .
2. First, we deal with the inclusion that is easier to handle.
Proof. For integral K, the relation holds even without (3), as was shown in [9] ; we write
and assume that 8 > 0. The case 0 < K < 1 is trivial; therefore we also assume that k ^ 1. Property (3) implies that 
« -»(f-r-)-o(r-)r-)
with certain combinations a^ from
This provides the following representation: As to the case i = 3, we note that a nj = 0(X W * -\ n +i) j by (5); therefore, the proof will be complete if we can (even) show that Consider (7) for a fixed j. In terms of ra-l / 1 l\ K_ *
•s£*~0(*)=E(f-£) a -*>^i.
the inner sum of (7) is
with certain B' ni £ (6 nj , \ n +k)> Thus, the proof of (7) for fixed j can be reduced by (8) , with J = j, and (5) to the proof of n \A n Arc+i/
We now ''approximate" S^"'"" 1^, ) by 5i K~J ' _1) (^, y+ i), then apply (8) 
Ef-^'4!<«
is true. By means of f n " G (X w -i, X re ) such that (è-ï9~-fe-*r-Gh-£)<*-->fe-£)~ the inner sum of (9) is seen to be °w (f ~ r -)"* = 0(1)xr (f ~ r-)"^7"-
Hence, (9) results from (6) as well.
3. Regarding non-integral orders, the proof of Theorem 1 relied upon (6), i.e. an information on the "order of magnitude" of series summable \R, X, K\. On the other hand, the problem \C, X, K\ C \R f A, K\, 0 < K < 1, was also attacked via (6) (see [4; 5] ). Since we are now concerned with this inclusion in the case of 1 < K < 2, we will first provide a limitation theorem for summability | C, X, K\ , too. The problem bears analogy to the problem \R*, X, K\ CI \R, \, K\, 1 < K < 2, where another matrix method takes the place of \C, X, K\. Thus, the limitation theorem we need here will, to some extent, be obtained on the line of the proofs for the limitation theorems in [6; 7] . It is prepared by the following key lemma, in the course of whose proof we will express the 
holds for large n ^ 2.
Proof. Let us write /i_i(0 = g(X n , /) -s(A w+1 , /) (/ > ^-, n ^ lj , where A(W) = p n (u ~ X") + X"_i, £" = T^ "T^ (Xn^U < X n+ i, »^1)
Aw+1 -Aw
(note the graph of h to be the polygon joining the points (X n , X w _i)). The partial derivative of g(u, t),\ n < u < X w+ i, with respect to u, i.e. where
(Note that / m > /"+i, n (>l/X" +2 è 1/X n ) for all n ^ v + 2 and 0»+i f ", n > Own (>K) for all ^ = 0, . . . , n -2.) All terms in (10") are positive, and since T n+ i > T n always, it suffices to prove that, from a certain n, is satisfied for each v = 0, . . . , n -2. This holds if The limitation theorem we need is the following.
THEOREM 2. Let 1 < K < 2, awd assume (1), (2) . If ]£ a w w summable \C, X, K|, /Ae« y=0 < 00, A n -X w+ i/(X /i+ i -X w ).
(15) £ A-"X"1
Proof. We set ô = K -1, f I wish to thank the referee for his useful hint with regards to the representation of F(u, t), which helped simplify the argument in this case.
00.
of the transformation above has the property a' nv ^Oiorn^l,0^vtkn -1 (a' nn > 0), and this implies that 
0(1) -f-E a., = 0(1) (f -~) \\7* -X7 + "i).
But the latter is 0(A*), by (18), and we conclude (17).
Remark. In case of integral orders k, all series summable \C, X, k\ are subject to (15), without any additional assumptions on X. This follows from [5, footnote 2; 9, Theorem].
We are now in the position to prove that \C, X, K\ C \R, X, K|, 1 < K < 2, for X according to (1), (2) . Let £ a n be summable \C, X, K|. Then Theorem 2 yields (15) which, since A n \ n = 0(A n+ i\ n+1 ) by (1), implies that
From (15) and (19) we obtain (6). Now, the Tauberian theorem [8] asserts that, under a condition on X less restrictive than (1), X! a n is summable \R, X, K\ if (6) Proof. We have (with <5 = K -1) THEOREM 4. Let 1 < K < 2, and assume (1), (2) . Then \R, X, K\ = \C, X, K\ holds.
